Second Annual Statistics Show To Demonstrate New Methods

Recent developments in business statistics and research will be featured at the Second Annual Statistics Show to be held tomorrow on the tenth floor from 10 to 10.

Sponsored by the School of Business and the New York Metropolitan Chapter of the American Statistical Association for the purpose of acquainting students with new methods, the show will present demonstrations by 'business, government agencies, trade associations and colleges.

LONDON OPERA CO. TO APPEAR UPTOWN

By Arnie Labaton

The famous D'Oyly Carte Opera Company of London, now playing on Broadway, will perform in the Great Hall, Uptown, Thursday at 12:30. Admission is Free.

The Opera Company, now featuring various Gilbert and Sullivan Operas at the Saint James Theatre, New York, has announced its London tour schedule.

London-born and Harvard-educated Mr. Henry Hoke, Jr., advertising manager; Snow Davis of Lewin, Williams and Saylor, advertising manager; and Mr. Norman Knight, vice president of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, will also participate in the show.

Frosh Hazing in High Gear; Shoe-Shines, Battles on Tap

By Jerry Pickhals

Frosh hazing continues all week in this final week of frosh-soph competition. Today is Shoe-Shine Day. All frosh, upon request, must shine the shoes of any soph who provides shoe-shining material.

Tomorrow, for the first time in the history of Frosh Week, 'AIDS TO THE STUDENT OF ACCOUNTANCY' will be presented. Prizes will go to the student who wears the craziest shoes.

Slight Decrease in Enrollments At All Centers

Mobilization to date has had no significant effect on enrollment at City College for the current semester. A total of 34,000 students were registered for the 1951–52 fall semester.

This total, which represents no appreciable change from last fall's enrollment, includes 5000 full-time and 2900 part-time Day Session students, 3300 Day Session students, and 5000 Night Session students.

Registration had been expected to drop off increasingly because of the draft, but there were no drastic changes. This has been attributed to the Defense Department's ruling allowing college students to enlist in the service of their choice within thirty days after graduation.

Newsmen for Clubs

All school organizations are required to file a copy of their constitution, list of officers and members, and rules of conduct. The Student Life, 921, before the end of this term.

Clubs are urged to send their permanent Inter-Club Board representatives today at 3 in the faculty-student lounge on the tenth floor.

Text Dough Today; APO Guides Stairs

As the sale of books by the Alpha Phi Omega Book Exchange will be returned in Lounge E between 12-3 today, tomorrow students, last week's books not sold will be placed on the APO bulletin board on the tenth floor.

Because of the emergency Civil Defense Program, APO members will distribute traffic signs to freshmen.

Stairway B (at the far end of the hall), before the end of this term.

The Student Life, 921, before the end of this term.
Florida Attracts Citydwellers To Wintertime Vacation

By Phoebe Hummel

During the October and November months, Florida's climate is almost tropical, and this same climate extends into the wintertime. It is probably the reason why so many people have winter vacations in the state. The state's greatest asset is its climate, which is a definite advantage over snow-covered states. Miami Beach is the best example of how much the state is able to offer tourists. The beaches are beautiful, and the weather is always warm. It is very popular among tourists, and there are many hotels and restaurants to choose from. The state is also known for its warm weather during the winter months. The climate is not as severe as in other states, and the state is known for its warm weather. The beaches are a popular attraction for tourists, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The climate is not as severe as in other states, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The beaches are a popular attraction for tourists, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The climate is not as severe as in other states, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The beaches are a popular attraction for tourists, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The climate is not as severe as in other states, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The beaches are a popular attraction for tourists, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The climate is not as severe as in other states, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The beaches are a popular attraction for tourists, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The climate is not as severe as in other states, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The beaches are a popular attraction for tourists, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The climate is not as severe as in other states, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The beaches are a popular attraction for tourists, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The climate is not as severe as in other states, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The beaches are a popular attraction for tourists, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The climate is not as severe as in other states, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The beaches are a popular attraction for tourists, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months. The climate is not as severe as in other states, and the state is known for its warm weather during the winter months.
Rams Eke Out Victory; Upset Beavers, 63-61

By Steve Schatt and Larry Pollack

It was a mighty discouraging City College quintet that walked off the court of the 69th Regiment Armory Monday night after a 63-61 overtime defeat at the hands of a hard-fighting Fordham squad.

It wasn't that the Rams played a "bad" game, although their passing and fast-breaking was far from letter-perfect. It was rather a case of having been outplayed by a bustling bunch from Rose Hill that just refused to throw in the towel to the national champs after falling behind by as many as ten points.

The Lavender's had previously racked up four consecutive wins on the road and apparently were, on their way to No. 5 as they rolled up 37-30 halftime margin. The story in the first half had been all Roman with the big fellow pouring 18 points through the lane leaving on 7 of 10 from the field.

But big Ed cooled off in the second half and was able to tally only 3 field goals during the remainder of the game. The session tightened up. Their defense around. Sparked by Breslin's floor play, Woods' clutch bucket, and Blas's consistent scoring— he ended up with 22 points for the evening— theA
d against Rose Hill in the final bout to pull out the victory.

As if the absence of Coach Joe Saporis wasn't enough, it was revealed last week that New York State champion Dick Melikan of the 147 lb. division and heavyweight Al Raskin had left the squad— Melikan transferring to and Raskin having left school for undisclosed reasons.

Newly appointed assistant coach Bill Longfellow was confronted with score complications prior to Saturday's meet when it became known that Lou D'Agrazio and Marvin Herman, who were slated to start in the 130 and 147 lb. classes respectively, were unable to attend due to circumstances beyond their control.

And so, what previously had been an easy victory over an inexperienced squad, developed into a nip-and-tuck affair. The Rams hard-pressed throughout.

With NYU a man short, Jerry Steinberg was then awarded the 177 lb. bout by default.

City Basketeers to Face Dangerous Canisius Five; Seek to Improve Record

By Ralph Remens

With their tourney chances hanging by a thread, the City College cagers will take the Madison Square Garden court tomorrow night for the first time in over a month seeking to improve their mediocre 10-6 record at the expense of a dangerous Canisius College five.

So far this season, the Beavers have done better on the road than at home, a high seat in New York, four of the victories taking place outside of this city.

However, in their last few games the Beavers seem to have fully recovered from their first half fritters despite Monday night's start to Fordham. The team is at full strength and Ed Roman and Ed Wilson are averaging better than 17 points per game each since the Boston College game.

Seeking to bolster their own tourney hopes by keeping City will be the Canisius Iona's. The Griffins Figure to lie an easy

Tix Sales

Tickets for Saturday night's game against Temple University at Convention Hall in Philadelphia go on sale this afternoon at the AA office from 1 to 4. AA card holders will be allowed to purchase 50 tickets at the reduced rate of $1.60. These tickets are being made available for those who do not intend to go to the game by bus.

Supplied and Stationery

WE STILL HAVE USED BOOKS!!

Used Books . . . The New Barnes and Noble 23rd Street specializes in GOOD used copies and correct editions of all required textbooks.

New Books . . . ALL NEW BOOKS 10% DISCOUNT

Supplies . . . a complete selection of accounting supplies and stationery at special prices.

Free . . . BOOK COVERS . . . BLOTTERS . . . PROGRAM CARDS . . . Free

SOUTHWEST CORNER LEXINGTON AVE.

123 EAST 23rd STREET

BARNES AND NOBLE

Special Toasted
3 Decker Sandwiches
with Cole Slaw, French Fries
55¢

LOU'S
Lunchette
140 EAST 23rd STREET